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Editorial…
Regretfully we note the resignation
of the Executive Director of Actors’
Equity, Teresa Brown.
From the Techos’ Guild point of
view, Teresa has been, in her
quiet and relaxed but sharplyfocused way, a highly effective
operator and communicator for her
organization. In a relatively short
time she established a much more
visible profile for Equity than has
been the case for many years. In
my experience (including being an
Equity member for a decade, and
involvement in the negotiation of the
first ever wage award for backstage
crew in government-subsidised
theatres), not since the days of Don
Farr has an Equity official appeared
on so many film sets and in so many
theatre rehearsal rooms!

organizations in the industry to work
together cooperatively was another
breath of fresh air in a scene often
famous for its factionalism.
Naturally we wish Teresa the absolute
best wherever her career takes her
next. We also wish Equity’s new
Executive Director the best, and look
forward to developing as effective
and enjoyable a relationship with
him/her as we have had with both
Teresa and Equity as a whole.
******
A farewell, though hopefully not
from the wider screen industry, but
also a WELCOME - to NZTECHO.
You’ll see in this issue some articles
by Rowena’s replacement, David
Welch. David has a passion for both
film-making and music, the latter
reflected in his writing for music
magazines. He’s enjoying talking to
crew people - we trust you’ll enjoy
the results.

Those of us who dealt with Teresa
Tony F.
regularly found her genuinely
friendly, direct but not
pushy, and always sincere
Thanks indeed for your support
and charming. As someone
Dawson Bliss
Production Hastings
new to the industry she
Jacob Bryant
Camera
Auckland
threw herself into getting
Lindsey Davidson
Camera
Dunedin
to know the scene, to the
Heidi Freeman
Editors
Auckland
extent of paying for her
Daphne Groves
Camera
Auckland
own tickets to almost every
Pieter Huisman
Camera
Netherlands
show in town. She was a
Dot Kyle
Production Wellington
marvellous networker, but
Abby Mounter
Camera
Auckland
not just for herself and
Guy Quartermain
Camera
Auckland
Equity - she was as keen
Vaughan Scott
Camera
Auckland
on introducing people like
Melissa Spicer
Art
Wellington
Megan and me to other
Jonathan Swan
Lighting
Auckland
players in the game as
Danny Watts
Sound
Auckland
she was on meeting them
Andrew Wright
Lighting
Auckland
herself. Her understanding
of the need for all the

WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS

DISCLAIMER:

The views expressed in the articles
herein are those of the author(s),
and do not necessarily represent
those of either the NZFVTG or the
editors of NZTECHO. (Though, of
course, sometimes they do!)

NZFVTG SUPPORTED BY:
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el presidente’s rave…

O

ur industry relies heavily on
goodwill to get low-budget
and no-budget projects made,
the recently released Second Hand
Wedding being a classic example.
Such films could not reach the screen
without the goodwill and charity of
actors, crew, equipment providers,
and the many others involved.
I’ve done quite a few freebees and
cheapees myself over the last few
years - throughout my working life
really – but I’ve decided to give
them up. From now on I’m going
to save my altruistic tendencies for
community projects which I can
be involved in without leaving the
comfort and familiarity of my own
home town. (I wonder how long I’ll
be able to keep to my word on this?)

When it comes to short films or
under-budgeted larger projects,
I figure those projects should be
crewed with up-and-comers. They
can offer opportunities for people to
step up.
Me – I’m happy to hang out down
here on the Wild West Coast till the
right project comes along at the right
time, or until we get desperate for
dosh.
*****
I’ve been getting quite a few scripts
to read recently, all Kiwi drama,
some TV, some big screen, and all
bloody good scripts. I find it very
heartening that, one: there looks to
be quite a lot of home-grown drama
going into production, and two: that
it’s of a high standard at the script

stage. Good scripts are just the best
place to start if we want to make
good drama.
And now we have the new Screen
Production Incentive Fund (SPIF)
in place, we could see a vigorous
blossoming of local drama production.
*****
I have an apology to make.
In the last issue of NZTECHO I made
comment about a job down south
as if it were firsted by a totally
inexperienced first AD. I was wrong.
The first AD has worked as a third, as
a second and as a first AD before.
There were many complaints about
the job, as I noted in my column, and
many of those complaints seemed to

be aimed towards the first AD and
the way the shoot was run. Perhaps
the problems stemmed from the
fact that the first AD was also the
locations manager on the same job.
Or rather, the locations manager was
attempting to first the job as well as
manage the locations.
Nobody should be attempting to
fill both these roles on any shoot
– and this was not a simple shoot!
I can’t see how anyone attempting
to do both these jobs on a tricky
backcountry shoot is going to be able
to do either job satisfactorily.
And from a Techos’ Guild
perspective, we cannot condone such
a situation.
…AlBol
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Continuity Guy
Guy Strachan and the Art of Continuity
By David Welch

P

eople get into script supervising
(also known as “continuity”) for
a variety of reasons. Some may
simply have a natural aptitude for the
role, while others look on it as a chance
to learn as much about the craft of
filmmaking as they possibly can. Guy
Strachan is a script supervisor for the
latter reason. In this regard, there is
no better boot camp than continuity.
An exceptionally strenuous role, it is
considered one of the most difficult in
the industry and extends into many areas
of production.
“I have never asked any other continuity
people what they get out of it. I have
no idea why on earth you would CHOOSE
to do this job, if you didn’t have an
ambition to be doing something else.
However, a lot of continuity people have
become producers in the industry. Some
of the line producers that first hired me
said, ‘Oh yeah, I used to do continuity.’
So I think maybe that’s symptomatic of
the broad-base knowledge that it does
give you. You get to know the ins and
outs of both the film set and production
because, essentially, you’re with the production.”

film paper] and that was it. I did a semester and thought,
‘Bugger this’. So I started again and did a B.A.”

Guy has been a script supervisor for close to four
years, and has an incredible passion for the art of film.
However, this has not always been the case. “I did a BSc
in chemistry and then part way through that I picked up
just one film paper and decided, this… is what I want to be
doing.”

It was at the end of this period that Guy embarked on
directing his short film, Minefield, which was produced
by Ride with the Devil producer Rachel Jean and shot by
Ginny Loane. “I got to the end of university and that was
eight years of university studies. I was a bit over it. So I
directed a short film.”

LIFE BEFORE CONTINUITY
Guy admits that there wasn’t a great deal of connection
between chemistry and the world of film. “I didn’t have
any arts subjects at high school, so I just didn’t really
know about it. I grew up at the Mount (Maunganui), went
to high school in Hamilton and then in Auckland. I went
overseas for a year straight after high school, and then
went to Otago and spent five years there…” Was film a
random choice? “Kind of… In an undergraduate degree you
end up with 60 points to do a paper. I just looked at [the

“Minefield was a story about a war between two elderly
retired widows, and… it was all right. I did it in three days.
It was based on an idea I had come up with as a student.
It started off as a battle between two old women over a
marijuana plant, but the marijuana gag wasn’t as strong as
the story element. So that kind of got lost somewhere…”
Guy laughs.
BIRTH OF A SCRIPT SUPERVISOR
During his Masters degree, Guy worked on a short film that
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one of his fellow students was directing. During the shoot
he had the opportunity of meeting with Melissa Lawrence,
daughter of actor Bruno, who was doing continuity on the
project. He discussed with her the pros and cons of script
supervising and “…decided at that point that I really
wanted to direct, and that seemed like a good way of
spending [a lot] of time with Directors…”
Guy confesses he had never considered continuity prior to
his encounter with Melissa. “Not at all! I just got shown the
basics of what to do, then did a bunch of short films. After
that, I just put my name in the Data Book and the next day
I got a call. The first job I had was probably the hardest. It
was quite stressful, but… rewarding. So that’s made it kind
of easier in a way… getting through that…”
The first show that Guy was hired for was the TV3 miniseries Doves of War. “It was two cameras, 16 millimetre,
shooting seven or eight minutes a day. The director was
also one of the camera operators, so there wasn’t a lot of
that continuity-director interaction. It was full on! I was
just so busy focusing on what was going on in the story… It
was a real back-seat kind of role.”
“[In terms of being a director] continuity has given me
access to a lot of things I wouldn’t otherwise have had
access to in only four years. You hear a lot of discussions
going on between directors and DoPs and art directors and
production designers. To try and work your way up through
the camera department or the sound department will take
you years to work your way up. It’s just this ladder you’ve
got to climb, essentially. But [doing continuity]… when
you’re on that shoot, you’re right there. It makes you feel
like you’re right in the midst of it. It can be massively
frustrating because you have NO artistic input, though it
depends on the commitment offered. Your job is to watch
out for mistakes and to try and minimize the amount of
errors. As such, it’s not ideal but it is still really helpful.”
THE HISTORY OF CONTINUITY
In the early days of film, the majority of ‘silents’ used
only single long takes. It was when the legendary pioneer
D.W. Griffith introduced the techniques of close-up, midshot and the deployment of multiple cameras that things
became more complicated, and the script supervisor’s role
was born.
There can be more than a hundred continuity errors in
any given film, from very minor to major. A glass on the
table might be full while the director films from one angle,
then empty in a take a shot later. That’s something a
script supervisor needs to watch out for, and that ‘cowboy
with a wrist watch’ moment is every continuity person’s
greatest fear. However, that moment may not be such an
unlikely event, as the script supervisor needs to keep an
eye on over a dozen things at any given time, and mistakes
can sometimes slip through the cracks. The role of script
supervisor requires an extremely broad view of the film as
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a whole, and the chosen person needs the ability to focus
on many different areas simultaneously.
GENDER BIAS IN CONTINUITY
The historical term for script supervisor is ‘continuity
clerk’ or ‘script girl’, as in the past the position was
filled almost exclusively by women. This gender bias has
continued largely unchallenged into today’s film industry,
with the majority of continuity people still being female.
[Editor: Why is this? Do producers believe women to be
more analytical, or in modern parlance, better at the
multi-tasking necessary in continuity work? Or are there
other reasons? Are males more attracted to dealing with
more mechanical equipment rather than pen and paper, or
perhaps to being in positions of greater authority?]
When asked about whether the stigma attached to script
supervising has ever affected him, Guy is slow to answer.
“I don’t know, eh. I am only ever the one person doing
that job on a film. The first couple of jobs I did, people
would always comment on it. On one of the first short
films I did, I asked a loader whether they had a preference
for the slate number. They just said, “Oh, I normally just
ask the continuity lady!” So I was like… Oh, right… Okay…
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But now… No, I don’t even think about it. I’ve been doing
it for three or four years now, so everyone knows me.”
But does this mean he has never been the butt of jokes?
“Oh yeah, people give me shit about it! But not in a bad
way… It’s all professional. It’s a weird job because you’re
never, certainly not to your own knowledge, measured up
against other people. You just sort out the dynamics of
different relationships… It’s you and actors, you and the
director, the camera… Doesn’t really matter if you’re a
guy or a girl. It’s all about your personality.”
One of the earliest male script supervisors was Robert
Gray, whose first film was the much-vaunted 1956 John
Ford western, The Searchers, starring John Wayne.
It was shot in the forbidding environment of Arizona’s
Monument Valley and, as it was going to be a stressful and
rigorous shoot, Director Ford was concerned about bringing
a female continuity person. Gray, a left-wing actor, was
happy for the work, as it was the era of Senator Joseph
McCarthy’s communist ‘witch hunts’ and blacklisting.
Gray was teased by the crew daily and was often
dismissively referred to as ‘the script girl’. However, he

hung in, and went on to work for such famed Hollywood
directors as William Wyler and George Stevens on classic
pictures like The Diary of Anne Frank, Hush, Hush Sweet
Charlotte, and the Betty Davis/Joan Crawford vehicle
Whatever Happened to Baby Jane?.
BUT WHAT EXACTLY IS A SCRIPT SUPERVISOR?
The position of script supervisor or continuity is an oftmisunderstood one. In fact, a surprising number of people
do not even know what the job entails, as it is so multifaceted that many of its aspects are not immediately
obvious, nor necessarily appreciated in the manner of,
say, the position of first assistant director or director of
photography.
Traditionally, a script supervisor is described as ‘the
member of a film crew responsible for maintaining the
film’s internal continuity, and for marking the production
unit’s daily progress in shooting the film’s screenplay’, but
it inevitably extends into many other aspects of a film’s
production. The script supervisor is considered the editor
and writer’s representative on set, as well as being the
aide-de-camp to the director and DoP. It is the script
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supervisor’s role, in its most basic and fundamental form,
to make sure that, at the end of the day, the footage
can be cut together. In this regard, they back up every
department to ensure that errors do not occur.
“I find the easiest way to explain continuity,” declares
Guy “is to say that my job is to make sure a glass has the
same amount of wine in it with each take. But if that’s
all there really was to your job it would be unbearable.
Kath Thomas, one of the really well-known continuity
people in New Zealand, describes the job as the ‘editor’s
representative on set’. Which is not a bad way to think
about it really… But it depends on which director you’re
working with. Some will be really specific about how the
coverage will cut together. A lot of directors will be really
focused on performance, and they’ll shoot from every
angle and just cover the crap out of a scene, with the idea
that it’s all just somehow going to come together in post…
And there are others that will be really focused on how it’s
going to cut together and really shoot their scenes.”
Each day, script supervisors file reports and photographic
records of the previous day’s shoot and prepare all the
paperwork for the post-production, as well as checking
continuity requirements for each scene about to be shot.
During filming, they closely monitor the script to check
that no dialogue has been overlooked, and cue actors when
required. According to Guy, “Sometimes I find it really
difficult to bite my tongue when it comes to performance!
Though it differs from director to director. Some have a
really open style… and they’re quite happy for me turn
around and go, ‘I don’t think you got that’ or ‘That was
a shit performance for that line. I think you need to do it
again.’ Of course, some actors are quite unreceptive to
[those kinds of comments].”
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a weird kind of scenario to be in. You’ll never ever get a
phone call from a writer or producer saying, “Look, sorry…
Sorry we knocked all your confidence with the job you did
on that. We were wrong.” Timings are the worst part of
the job, but they’re really important. But then, how many
times do you go to a read-through and the timing comes
out completely differently from yours, and then in filming
it comes out differently again… It’s really hard. So much is
dependent on the performance.”
RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER DEPARTMENTS
The script supervisor liaises with many departments,
including costume, make-up and hair, props and lighting.
They ensure other departments are aware of the status of
each shot and that clappers are marked correctly. When
multiple cameras are employed they ensure that each
camera’s output is accurately identified. They confirm
the director’s preferences and note these down for postproduction. They even assist sound mixers in making notes
of any additional noises or of any wild tracks or voiceovers. Script supervisors will re-type scripts to reflect any
major changes and mark scripts with slate numbers and
other related or relevant details.

We are happy to throw our
combined resources at
New Zealand ﬁlm making

“I find [it] quite difficult… being bound by a job description
that is essentially limited to making sure that things are
the SAME or that things measure up to how they were
before, instead of being able to push the envelope and
offer something new or make things… better.”
PRE-PRODUCTION & TIMINGS
During pre-production the script supervisor checks
the script for errors and inconsistencies, prepares the
running times and breaks the script down to production
requirements. “Timings are a pain the ass,” bemoans Guy.
“I’m better at it than I was when I started… but I still
get them horrendously wrong! I’ve just been through an
example where the timings for the first episode of a show…
The commercial half-hour screening length is 22 minutes.
My timings came back for that episode at just over 30
minutes! I went into the production office and the writer
and producer told me I had it COMPLETELY WRONG. They’d
done it several times and the length was 23 minutes. So
they told me to redo them at that pace.”
“We shot the episode, and it came to 30 minutes. Which is

When it comes to ﬁlming, it is hard to overlook the
experience, commitment and resources of Hirepool.
Recent expansion includes the purchase of Henderson
Rentals and a newly created division
- Hirepool Energy. Henderson Rentals will continue to
supply a full range of dedicated camera trucks,
wardrobe trucks, crew transportation and much, much
more. Hirepool Energy can supply a full range of
industrial generators and pumps, and Hirepool Access
will continue to supply the latest access equipment
essential to today’s ﬁlming requirements.
For ﬁlm speciﬁc information please contact
Neil Radley 0275 878 062
www.hirepool.co.nz
www.hendersonrentals.co.nz
www.portaloo.co.nz
www.hirepoolenergy.co.nz
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“Sometimes there are so many things to do… especially on
shows like Diplomatic Immunity, where we are shooting
seven or eight minutes a day and scenes are three minutes
long. Five actors in a three-minute long scene! Nobody
is going to be keeping an eye on whether everything’s
coming out right, that the dialogue’s all right, whether
they’re doing the right accents. On top of that, making
sure there is continuity. That’s when you really rely on
other people you’re working with; so, if you can have a
really good relationship with, say, the on-set art director,
standby props, makeup, and wardrobe then they’ll all be
supporting your role as well.”
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE DIRECTOR
“Some days continuity is great. I love being in amongst
it. Like the show I’m working on at the moment… It’s
fun. That’s part of what it’s all about as well. I never
have clashes, ‘cause at the end of the day my role is to
support the director in every way I can. There’s always,
I find, a bit of a teething period with directors, whereby
I’m trying to figure out how I can fit into their style.
Some directors, like one I have worked with who has an
editing background… Now, with someone like that, there
is very little I have to offer him in terms of whether what
he is shooting is going to cut together. He knows very
well what’s going to cut together, but there are other
elements. There are things I can offer him, in terms of
what’s happening on screen, or what’s happening with the
performance or how this or that fits into the story.”
PLUSES AND MINUSES ON THE PATH TO DIRECTING
But does continuity work stand in the way of becoming
a director? “Absolutely it does. I am at the point just
now where I am starting to be offered work. This is the
first time I am starting to be called, instead of having to
chase all the jobs myself. But at the same time you don’t
get a chance to concentrate on directing. In my case,
I’ve got a young baby and a partner, and we’re a oneincome household, so we’re trying to balance those things.
Although in some ways it is easy to get caught up in doing
Continuity, for me it is only need to work and support my
family that stands in the way. Not the role itself.”
“I am lucky in a way, because I am starting to be offered
more and more work and I very rarely have the luxury
of turning down jobs. The juggling that you have to do
to both work and develop my own ideas whilst providing
for my family is not easy act to keep going, but it is a
something many successful people have to cope with and
I am doing my best to ensure that both my current and
future careers continue to develop. Making a short film
was a path I invested a lot of time and effort into and I
raised the funds to shoot a short film on 35 millimetre. It
was a really great experience, but it’s also a very difficult
path to go through to get a feature made.“

“Whenever I go overseas I still fill in the space for
‘Occupation’ with ‘Filmmaker’. I have to remind myself
that I AM a filmmaker, and remind myself that continuity
isn’t what I originally wanted to do. However, though my
goal is ultimately not that of being a script supervisor, I
still have a great respect for the role. I feel that continuity
has given me new opportunities to learn about the craft
from a broad range of directors, which is why I became a
script supervisor in the first place.”
“Basically drama is what I really love. Obviously, I enjoy
drama in all mediums and have a deep passion for visual
storytelling. With television drama, which is what I have
the most experience in, it’s a really fun environment…
and there is a lot you can do… and visually you can tell
a huge amount of story. So that’s something I wouldn’t
mind attempting to direct in future. What you’re doing
is shooting actors and shooting dialogue, and visual
storytelling is nothing more than that. And it’s a real world
out there too… There are some really successful people
who would argue television is a great stepping stone.”

Rentals specialists
Everything you need for location audio recording –
radio mics to portable recorders. See the full range at:
www.soundtq.co.nz/rentals

portable professional audio
Experience the latest in portable audio recording at
Sound Techniques now. For information, email us today at
info@soundtq.co.nz or call (09) 366 1750.
Equipment sales and rentals, including lease-to-own finance.

we listen and give sound advice
136B Newton Rd, Newton, Auckland

ph (09) 366 1750

www.soundtq.co.nz
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Put a Wireless On…
“Put a wireless on him/her” is not so simple.

R

adio microphones are a staple of screen production. On
drama shoots, reality game shows and OBs, multiple
units are required. Finding usable blocks of spectrum is
proving more and more difficult.
The advent of digital terrestrial television (DTT) has its
downside. It uses up more of the available UHF spectrum
where most radio microphones operate.
DTT delivers constant power across its allotted 8Mhz
block and adjoining blocks don’t need a gap between
them. Analogue TV transmission also uses spectrum. Radio
microphone users can use parts of the spectrum where
television isn’t transmitted between 646 MHz and 806
MHz. With analogue, only one TV channel per 8MHz block
is possible and you can operate wireless microphones in
and around these channels. DTT is more efficient because
several channels can be broadcast in one 8MHz block, the
number dependent on the quality of the broadcast signal.
Until 2012 at least we have both analogue and DTT
operating. The Government’s intention is to turn off
analogue either in 2012 or when 75% of the population are
tuned to DTT. Once analogue is switched off the blocks
used can be converted to DTT or sold to other potential
wireless users such as telecommunication companies.
Users and suppliers of radio microphones met in Wellington
and Auckland recently to learn about the impact of DTT
in New Zealand, to understand the rules under which they
are supposed to operate and to discuss possible solutions.
Committees were established in both centres to promote
the concerns of radio microphone users to the Ministry
of Economic Development which oversees the radio
spectrum in New Zealand. In Wellington the committee is
a sub-committee of the Wellington Audio Association. In
Auckland the group has the name Wireless Users NZ. Both
groups are working on a common approach to the Ministry.
The Ministry sent a representative to the Auckland
meeting, so our concerns have been recognised and are
being taken seriously.
Much of the information from the meetings is of a
technical nature and a summary here won’t do it justice.
If you want to know more, or want to do something about
the issue, contact the Wellington Audio Association http://
www.waa.org.nz/ or Wireless Users NZ (WUNZ) by email
marcel@audiotelex.co.nz. A chart of frequency allocations,
as permitted by the General User Licence is available, at

www.jandsnz.co.nz. All the information on what’s allowed
is available on the Radio Spectrum Management http://
www.rsm.govt.nz/cms - though it’s not easily digestible
(one of the things we have explained to the Ministry).
WUNZ will add you to its email database and supply you
with a copy of the minutes of the Auckland meeting for a
$10 donation to help defray expenses.
Pay To: ASB Bank, Mt Eden, Auckland. Account Name:
NZF&VTG Number: 12-3048-0251160-00
Information to appear on your Bank Statement: NZF&VTG
Information to appear on NZF&VTG Bank Statement:
WUNZ
This is a good opportunity to publicly thank Jennifer
Butcher, whose excellent chairing of the Auckland WUNZ
meeting saw it achieve its agenda and finish on time; and
Marina McCartney who managed to record the minutes of
the event.
Stephen Buckland,
Chair, WUNZ

FILM & TELEVISION DIVISION
A member of the Crombie Lockwood (NZ) Ltd Group of
Companies
For discounted Techos’ Guild Public Liability Insurance
packages
and all your insurance needs including specialist
equipment covers
Call us now: Caroline or Sharlene Ph: 09 623 9914

www.sinclairblack.co.nz
mick sinclair

lisa noonan

caroline stone
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S

ince incorporating the society in January, the NZCS has
been extremely busy, organizing events for both its
members and the wider industry.

In April we had an open event hosted by Metro Film that
introduced the Arri D21 camera to the local film industry,
hard on the heels of its unveiling at the annual National
Association of Broadcasters (NAB) symposium in the USA.
May was a full dance card, starting with a presentation
by James Bartle (NZCS Committee member), who spoke
to invited guests from the industry on digital imaging and
colour correction tricks and traps. This was followed by
a “Red Event”, hosted by Rocket Rentals and presented
by Mike Seymour, who spoke to a group of 50 industry
guests on the Red camera workflow. Four days later,
a small group of members gathered to see Depart and
Serial Killer, two short films by Baudouin and Bruno du
Bois, recently shot in New Zealand on the new Sony F23
camera. This event was hosted by Sony and Digipost and
was kindly organized by Louis-Philippe Capelle, who was
the DOP on the projects.

Pictured here: Dean Semler with John Galt and the Genesis camera.
(Photo courtesy of Donny Duncan.)

Noel Coward on Peter O’Toole:
“If it had been any prettier, it would
have been Florence of Arabia.”

Exactly one week after that, on Queens Birthday Monday,
we had a marathon screening of Apocalypto, followed by
Q&A with Dean Semler ASC,ACS. Also there was
John Galt of Panavision, who is credited with the
development of the Genesis camera used on the film.
Many thanks to Panavision for making this happen. After
the relentless pace of the movie, most present were
grateful for the refreshments laid on by Panavision, before
going into a very interesting Question and Answer session,
with supporting stills and excerpts from the production.
We were extremely lucky to have Dean attend this, as he
was only in this part of the world to attend the ACS 50th
events and awards. It was good to hear that he was very
happy with the quality of HD projection at the Albany
SkyCity Cinema.
Going forward, we are looking at even more events. Some
will present opportunities for us to interact with the wider
film industry, and others will be available only to our
members. To keep up with what is happening you can visit
our website at www.nzcine.com . From there access to
the forum and the activities calendar is one click away.
You will also find a list of our current members, and details
on the various forms of membership we offer.
Regards,
Kevin Riley
Chairperson, NZCS

Phone: 09 302 4100 Fax: 09 302 4102
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Docos for Beginners
The Business of Documentary Filmmaking
by Claudia Babirat and Lloyd Spencer Davis
(Longacre Press)
Reviewed by David Welch

T

he very title of this book sounds eye-blisteringly dry;
something to lull you to sleep on a cold winter night.
Its focus screams highly-specialised niche market.
In fact, it is surprising that it was published at all, as the
only audience that would probably purchase such a work
are readers like yourself, those already in the industry,
while this guide is clearly geared towards the film-making
novice.
All the more reason to support this well-written and
thoroughly researched book. If you have even a vague
inkling of changing lanes and starting off on the dimlylit journey of becoming an independent documentary
filmmaker in this country, you will find it an invaluable
reference. It is unlikely that it will be the face that
launches a thousand ships, but it will definitely give
hope and some clear guidance to those who have already
considered the path.
The authors’ goal seems to be that of creating a definitive
101 text on the practicalities of producing documentaries
within this nation’s narrow confines, and its endorsement
by the NZ Screen Council would appear to confirm this.
It covers all the important ground, from fundamentals
like ‘What is a Sound-Recordist?’ and ‘What is an Editor?’
through to cash-flow analysis and writing tax invoices.
This self-professed ‘manual’ even delves into stepping
stones to success such as networking, and suggests
attending industry events as a way in - not something
you necessarily expect to find in a how-to film book about
documentaries. It also deals with important jump-off
points such as knowing your market, and offers well-worn
pearls of business acumen like ‘Work with the best’, and
the importance of not running your business from home in
order to avoid appearing unprofessional.
The Business of Documentary Filmmaking is written in a
clear, accessible, no-nonsense style that will communicate
directly with anyone leafing through its 200-odd pages.
This, in fact, is the guide’s greatest strength. Admittedly,
reading about budgets and business proposals will never be
the most enticing of propositions, but Babirat and Spencer
Davis carefully sidestep the trap of letting their audience

slip into a comatose stupor.
At its core, this work is an attempt at a solid schooling
from people who have apparently been through the
industry ringer and are now posing as battle-weary
veterans, handing down the dos and don’ts for all those
starry-eyed youngsters and newcomers who are looking
for plain sailing. Over and over, they reiterate that it’s a
cold, hard world out there in the land of NZ documentary
filmmaking, Bubba, so you best wise up. The opening
paragraph of the introduction by Screen Council Chair,
Graeme Wilson, reads with cautionary solemnity: “If
I want a copy [of my documentary], I have to give the
rights-owner my credit card details and pay up, despite
having written, directed and produced the programme.”
If this is all new to you then you couldn’t receive a better
introduction. If not, then you would be best advised to
give it a miss and purchase a copy for a friend or family
member who would better appreciate its wisdom. Or
buy a copy and donate it to your local school. If it isn’t
already there.
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Adrenaline Junkies

T

he Ginger UK production company was in NZ for
the third time, to shoot The Jack Osbourne Show
- Adrenaline Junkies 4. The shoot days went very
well, considering we had 7 perfect days to rig and 2 shoot
days of poor weather.
The series was shot at Rotorua, Bay of Plenty, Fox Glacier
and Queenstown. Contestants (Jack Osbourne plus 3
others) tested themselves with a variety of events such as
ice climbing, slack-lining, sand yachting, and adventure
racing.
Some intricate rigging was required for the 45-metre
slackline, with overhead safety and camera lines above
it. The highlight in Queenstown was the “human longline”

- the extraction of the contestants via a helicopter
strop from the top of a nearby peak and flying them 400
vertical metres to safety.
The photos (courtesy Dave Macleod) feature IMG’s rigger
Nick Flyjborg and safety Dave Bergman, master grip
George Wilson, Ginger Productions cameraman Danny
Bishop and contestants.
They all said they’d be back again, so watch this space...
Cheers,
Dave Macleod
Chief Safety, Independent Mountain Guides.
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KiwiSaver Attractive for
Self-employed
By Pip Stevenson

F

to $1040. The government also subsidises fees charged
by provider by $40 a year with the money added to the
savings.

But people working for themselves, in fact any New
Zealand citizen or permitted resident aged under 65, can
join KiwiSaver and pick up $1000 from the Government in
their first year in the scheme, plus, for those aged over
18 years, another Government contribution every year to
match savings of up to $1040 ($20/week).

How do the self-employed join KiwiSaver?
Freelancers need to choose a scheme provider and apply to
them directly. A full list of providers with contact details
are on the KiwiSaver website. Or you can phone 0800
KiwiSaver (0800 549 472). Freelancer and personal finance
writer Mary Holm says the process should not be complex.
“Hopefully, you will have to fill out just one form and
arrange an automatic transfer from your bank account to
the provider. If one provider’s process looks too daunting, I
suggest you approach another,” she says.

reelancers could be excused for having overlooked
the opportunity provided by KiwiSaver to do that
rare thing – pick up free money – because most of the
promotion of the scheme, which came in on 1 July 2007,
has focused on employees.

That’s an attractive option for freelancers because it’s the
only retirement savings plan in which their contributions
will be added to by anyone else. While it’s common for
employers to contribute to staff superannuation schemes
as part of a salary package, the self-employed have had to
go it alone.
Financial advisers highly recommend employer-backed
superannuation schemes because in savings terms they
are as good as it gets. KiwiSaver is as close as the selfemployed can get to this savings gold standard.
On lowly pay, can freelancers afford to save for
retirement?
Can they afford not to save? To make calculations of what
you need to save to live well in retirement, and to discover
what different levels of saving will amount to over time,
use the calculators at www.sorted.govt.nz, or talk to your
accountant or financial adviser.
The self-employed also have some advantages over
employees with KiwiSaver. The self-employed can
save as little or as much as they like, they can make
payments regularly or irregularly, stop and re-start
them – the amount and frequency just has to be agreed
with the investment provider they sign with. Employees,
meanwhile, are locked into contributing either 4% or 8% of
their annual wages.
Freelancers can put in a minimum amount agreed with
their scheme provider and still pick up the government’s
$1000 kick start in the first year, and whatever they
save in subsequent years the government will match up

If you want to change your scheme you must apply to the
provider of the new scheme you want to join. You can only
belong to one KiwiSaver scheme at one time.
What happens to the money?
The savings, with some exceptions, are locked in until
you turn 65, or for five years from the date you joined the
scheme, whichever comes later.
The exceptions include first-home buyers. After three years
of being in KiwiSaver, you can withdraw your contributions
(but not the government’s) to buy your first home.
Also, if you suffer significant financial hardship or
serious illness you can withdraw your savings (again,
not the government contributions). And if you emigrate
permanently you can take your savings with you, including
the $1000 kick-start but not the government’s annual
contributions, which it gets back. If you die the savings go
to your estate.
How safe is the money?
Savings are invested in a KiwiSaver scheme by your chosen
provider. There is a wide range of schemes available
and different investment funds from conservative to
higher risk. All KiwiSaver schemes are run by the private
sector, regulated in a similar way to other registered
superannuation schemes and governed by trust deeds.
Before making a choice, find out about your scheme
provider and how they plan to invest your money by
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reading their investment statement, which sets out the
specific rules, fees, terms and conditions of the scheme.
KiwiSaver is not guaranteed by the government, which
means, like any other superannuation scheme, you invest
at your own risk.
Does it matter when you join?
Yes. The $1000 kick-start will apply whenever you join
a scheme. There is a possibility that future governments
might change aspects of KiwiSaver so advisers suggest
getting in while the free money is on offer.
If you didn’t sign up on July 1 then you’ve already missed
out on some of the Government’s $1040 savings matcher
for this year. Called a tax credit, though it is just a
straight contribution, it will be credited to your account
on a proportionate basis depending on when you join the
scheme.
Want more information?
• A guide to KiwiSaver for the self-employed is available
on the IRD website. Other advice can be found at
www.sorted.govt.nz and www.kiwisaver.govt.nz

•
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Mary Holm has information on her website www.
maryholm.co.nz where you can also buy her book,
KiwiSaver: How to make it work for you, for $9-99.

Disclaimer: This is meant as a general guide to KiwiSaver
only. Please make your decisions on the basis of your own
inquiries.
*******
This article first appeared in the July 2007 issue of the
e-newsletter Freelance Market News. To find out more
about Freelance Market services, please visit
www.freelancemarket.co.nz

Gary Cooper:
“In Westerns you were allowed to kiss
your horse but never your girl.”
Clara Bow on Gary Cooper:
“When he puts his arms round me I feel
like a horse.”
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Election Year Special The Politicians and the SPI

A

re political parties in touch with screen production
industry (SPI) and its many needs? They should
be – Film Auckland Chair Pete Rive revealed that the
creative sector injects $1.7 billion into Auckland alone,
and that Henderson Valley Studios alone has contributed
$800 million to the economy.
So, are there major differences between political parties
when it comes to the SPI and will the politicians own up to
them? There was a chance to find out at the Film Auckland
Election Year Special held at AUT in July.
Chaired by Cameron Bennett, the Film Auckland Summit
was attended by Judith Tizard from the Labour Party,
Chris Finlayson from National, Dail Jones from NZ First,
Jim Anderton from the Progressive Party, and interested
members of the industry – including the NZ Film
Commission and Film New Zealand.
First up was Judith Tizard, who spoke as the Associate
Minister of Arts, Culture and Heritage. She felt that
Labour’s track record in funding organisations like the Film
Commission and NZ On Air during its tenure in government
spoke for itself. Judith mentioned initiatives introduced
by the government, including the newly introduced
New Zealand Screen Production Incentive Fund (SPIF). For
the future, she’s working on the One Plan for Auckland
– so that productions need only deal with one authority
rather than the seven territorial councils they negotiate
with at present.

that National has voted against almost every initiative
relating to the SPI since the Labour-led coalition came
to power – including the recent Screen Production
Incentive Fund. While he welcomed National’s “Road to
Damascus” conversion, Anderton suggested the industry
might want more than a promise not to decrease funding
– as funding levels will need to be increased over time
if they’re to keep up with rising costs and inflation. On a
practical level, he spoke of the need for better broadband
to expand the industry, and of his own personal concern
that young New Zealanders can’t see live rugby and cricket
if they’re unable to afford pay–tv. Overseas, in Australia,
the UK and Canada, iconic sports events are shown on
free-to-air television. Anderton would like to see a similar
situation here, where the right of New Zealanders to see
their national sport live on free-to-air TV is protected.
NZ First’s Dail Jones was frank about his party’s SPI policy
– it’s short, and they welcomed your input. Dail said NZ
First would not sell TVNZ, would maintain current funding
levels for the creative sector, and would make sure
funding is fairly allocated and transparently applied.
In discussion time, Cameron Bennett asked National’s
Chris Finlayson what he meant by a “review of the Film
Commission Act”. Chris replied that we need to take an
objective view of the statute. We’ve had it since 1978
– is it still serving the industry? Judith spoke of the Film
Commission as a development and marketing agency, and
is happy to see the act reviewed, but didn’t think this
would be the answer to the problems of the industry.

As the National Party spokesperson for Arts, Culture and
Heritage, Chris Finlayson stressed National’s recognition
of the screen production industry and the contribution it
makes to the economy. He went on record to say National
would not cut arts funding from current levels. He did say
a National-led government would explore whether existing
state-funded arts organisations could be more responsive
to contemporary needs. As an example, he asked whether
the Film Commission Act, a piece of legislation passed
in the Muldoon era, needed to be updated. Finally, Chris
said National wants to build a dialogue with the screen
production industry. On a personal level, he spoke of his
own personal involvement in the arts, including having
served on the board of Creative NZ and the NZSO.

A question came from the floor about the possibility of
alternate funding sources, and whether incentives could
be introduced to increase investment in local productions.
Chris replied this was not a topic he’d discussed
with Finance, and so was not prepared to make any
announcement. Jim Anderton was wary of incentives. He
used the example of forest planting, which had received
incentives in the past with the result that trees were now
growing in areas where they couldn’t be harvested. Judith
agreed with Jim. In her view tax breaks skew the system,
so that it becomes about the tax break rather than the
product. She felt giving people money was easier than
leveraging off tax breaks.

Jim Anderton was surprised to hear of National’s support
for the screen production industry, and pointed out

The evening ended an hour and a half after it began, and
we were all let out to enjoy drinks and nibbles. Wisely,
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the powers that be had decided to hold back the alcohol
till after the questioning – and it did occur to me that
this might be a very different report had things been
otherwise!
Cheers,
Megan Ritchie
Executive Officer
Addendum:
I note with considerable disappointment the absence
of representatives from ACT, the Greens and the Maori
Party. There might even be someone amongst us who’d
like to hear what United Future might have to say, though
I find it hard to imagine… But one or more of the other
three could be in a very influential postion post-election
time, and this could seriously influence our voting. Don’t
they realise that when they ignore us, we’re likely to
ignore them when we’re in the ballot booth? Ed.

Have you visited the Techos’ Guild’s
website FORUM recently?
Have your say at www.nztecho.com
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CBA’s New Boss

A

fter 8 years at the helm, Sarah Main is pleased to announce that Honor Byrne has taken over as director
of CBA, Wellington’s only crew booking service since

1994.
Honor comes to CBA with an impressive 28 years experience in production. Her filmography includes Willow,
Tommyknockers, Heavenly Creatures, Lord of the Rings,
10000 BC and Paul Murphy’s current offering Second Hand
Wedding. TV and short film also feature on her CV, and
who can count the number of TVCs she’s PM’d.
“I really wanted to ensure the next owner of the ‘hot seat’
had a good handle on the industry, its foibles and idiosyncrasies, both in Wellington and nationally,” said Sarah. “I
wanted to hand over to someone familiar with local crew,
and with the environment in Wellington, which is quite
unique. Honor’s ongoing relationship with established crew
and track record of assisting newbies to establish themselves makes her ideal for the job.”
We note the following in all of CBA’s communications:
“Inquiries and bookings for all crew on CBA’s books will be
taken in accordance with the NZFVTG Guidelines for the
Engagement of Crew.” The Techos’ Guild really appreciates the ongoing support for not only the Blue Book but all
of the Guild’s endeavours from both CBA and Auckland’s
Filmcrews.

The developing fuss over the TVNZ Charter
reminds us of a quote we published not
long before Marian Hobbs was announcing
at a SPADA conference that there would
definitely soon be a quota system for NZ
television…

www.panavision.co.nz
Auckland +64 9 360 8770
Looking after you locally with:

Genesis, XL, Millennium, Panaflex,
Arri, Moviecam, Sony 900R, Aaton
Primo, Zeiss, Cooke, Angenieux, Century, Cannon, Fujinon,
Preston, Heden Tiffen, Sachtler, O’Connor, Ronford, Accessories & Consumables

If the fish in our ocean
can have QUOTAS
to ensure their survival,
then why can’t
local TV programmes
have them too?
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Photographer Demands a Fair Go
By David Welch

I

n the comparatively small arts and entertainment
industries of New Zealand, it does not always occur
to artists to protect their rights to their work. A blasé
attitude can sometimes take hold, and copyright disputes
seem like problems that befall other people, far away in
a much larger market place. This can be an unfortunate
mistake!
Stuart Page has been a photographer for over 20 years.
He started out as a musician in the post-punk era group
The Axemen, before he had his first break directing
and filming the controversial 1988 Skeptics music video
A.F.F.C.O. Stuart describes the video, recently cited in
the C4 television show that covers 100 Moments that
Rocked the Nation, as “something of a cult item”. Most
recently, he completed a documentary profiling the life of
New York born photographer Larence Shustak, resident in
Christchurch for 30 years till his death in 2003.

company that produced the original billboard and they
denied ever having passed the photograph on. He then
proceeded to track down all the contacts and businesses
that had been in possession of the photograph - none
admitted to leaking the image.
“I happened to be going up to the Bay of Islands, so I
went and had a look at the billboard for myself,” explains
Stuart. “I took my own photograph of the billboard. I was
looking at it and it seemed really low quality. It looked
as if they might have blown it up off the web picture.
So, when I got home I opened up Photoshop. I contacted
the Webmaster from Ceroc, and he sent me the original
picture they had on the web because it was no longer up.”

“I overlapped the billboard and the web picture and it was
like, ‘Hello’, because it was such a small picture on the
website. It was only about 2 inches (5cm) high. The thing
that really jumped out about it was that when you squash
a picture down small, you compress it and it gets all these
In addition to his music and video work, Stuart has
weird artifacts on it, and when you blow
worked as an in-demand commercial
it up again they look really ugly. The
“Not sure how big
photographer; and one of his many
model had this great big square chunk
assignments was for the Ceroc Dance
they are… but they’re
sticking out of her leg. The guy who
Studio in 2003. “I had been quite
certainly smallcreated the billboard had blown this
interested in the Latin tango style, and
minded”.
thing up from two inches to five meters
after researching it I discovered it had
high or something. So it was clear where
actually originated in the back streets of Argentina. So I
they
got
it
from.”
thought it would be good to take a picture [for Ceroc] in
an alleyway. So that’s exactly what we did. One happened
to turn out really well, so that was the one we used for
the magazine-style stuff, and Ceroc ended up using it for
a billboard themselves.” Ceroc agreed that Stuart would
remain the copyright holder for the images.
Some five years later, Dave Cogan, the dancer featured
in the Ceroc photograph, was driving with his girlfriend
down a busy Whangarei street. The couple had just
passed a billboard promoting a local Peugeot dealership
when his girlfriend remarked on how the dancer in the
picture resembled Cogan. When Cogan turned around he
saw that the dancer in the billboard was in fact him. He
immediately got out of his car and took a picture of the
mysterious advertisement. He then emailed his photograph
to the Ceroc Dance Studio, who in turn contacted Stuart to
confirm that he had granted Peugeot permission to use the
image in a billboard. Stuart’s response was one of surprise.
“My first question,” he notes, “was ‘How the hell did they
get it?’” He approached the North Shore-based printing

Stuart contacted Peugeot NZ to inform them of the
situation. After Peugeot looked into the case, they realised
that the billboard was promoting a dealer who sold cars
via a registered Peugeot dealer, so it wasn’t Peugeot’s
immediate responsibility. They didn’t take issue because
it wasn’t the direct action of a registered Peugeot dealer.
He then turned to Peugeot France, who informed him that
they would pass the issue onto their legal department but nothing ever came of it, and Stuart never heard back.
He wrote to the car dealer advertised in the billboard
and sent them a bill for the photograph, adding a penalty
fee. He was uncertain as to what the rate for a penalty
fee should be but, after some investigation, found that
the standard is 200% of the original fee. He sent the
bill to Northern Prestige, who then passed the bill on to
their advertising company, Trinity. Trinity wrote back
and “basically just laughed at me,” relates Stuart in
bewilderment. “They said ‘You must be joking’ and ‘How
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on his case departed the firm, and his case, in Stuart’s
words, “slowed right down. I decided to postpone it and
went with Fair Go instead. I figured, if they settle it: all
well and good. If they don’t, we go to court. Lucky for
me, Fair Go settled it. I got my original fee, plus $1000
towards legal fees.”
can you prove that it’s your photo anyway?’ I’m not sure
how big their company is, to be quite honest - but they’re
certainly small-minded.”
“I contracted a lawyer,” continues Stuart, “because the
communications between myself and the advertising
agency had deteriorated to a point where he was talking
about suing ME. So I got a lawyer on the case. What
happened initially was that I had contacted the Techos’
Guild to see if they were able to help with the issue. The
Guild put me in touch with the Advertising and Illustrative
Photographers Association (AIPA) who have their own
lawyer. Unfortunately, because I wasn’t a member they
couldn’t do much.”
“AIPA’s lawyer told me they would charge $1000 to write
a letter. So then I didn’t know what to do. Thankfully a
photographer friend put me onto her brother-in-law who
is a lawyer and he agreed to write a letter for $300; and if
that letter worked and I got a payment, that would all be
well and good and I would just pay the $300. If the letter
didn’t work they would file proceedings in court - which
is what they did. So I ended up spending a $1000 anyway.”
Prior to taking on a lawyer, Stuart had been in touch
with the popular TVNZ consumer affairs program Fair Go,
but did not hear back until after the lawyer had been
contracted. The lawyer strongly advised Stuart against
being in contact with Fair Go because of its potential to
complicate his case. Shortly afterwards the lawyer working
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When he sent Trinity Advertising’s head Peter Gray the
bill, Gray wrote back, stating, “No. $2500 including GST,
not plus.” So Stuart replied and told him that he could
claim back the GST anyway! That’s how businesses work!
Then Fair Go contacted Gray about it also. In retaliation
Gray started threatening to sue TVNZ and Fair Go and all
this kind of stuff. In the end I just sent him a bill for $2500
including GST, just to put an end to it.”
Stuart feels that “New Zealand is not very well set up
in terms of protection. In the States there is a copyright
office and you can send a great chunk of photos through to
them, pay a fee and they all get registered. We don’t have
that here, but it’s probably something we should have.”
The New Zealand Copyright Act of 1994 aims to protect
the rights of creators of the original expression of ideas
by giving the creator a property right in the original
work. Intellectual property lawyers recommend that
photographers and other visual artists, particularly those
who now deal in electronic versions of their works, take
matters into their own hands to prevent unlawful copying
and appropriation. Technologies to control image use are
available, including methods like watermarking and licence
keys.
However, after his experience, Stuart believes the law is
“too vague. If anyone is going to contest that I took the
picture, I’ve got several rolls of film that I shot. Though I
guess all that proves is that I’m in possession of the rolls
of film. But I did get the dance company to write a letter
saying that I still had the copyright.”
“What brasses me off is that Peter Gray and Trinity never
admitted to taking the picture from somewhere. He never
said where he got it from. He just made up all these crazy
ideas. He said he got it out of something called a ‘scrap
book magazine’ - but if it came from a magazine, then
when he blew it up it would have all these dots from
printing. It didn’t have that. So I know where it came from
and I can prove it. I did Photoshop forensics! Plus he never
had to pay a fine for stealing it. I think that would have
been more satisfying.”
But what steps will Stu take to protect himself in future?
“Maybe save a copyright thing into a photo when I send
it out, but that’s a bit impractical. Including copyright
information when you send it is probably the best way.
Just have a trail indicating that you’ve tried to protect
yourself. Gray said ‘It’s none of his business where I got
[the picture] from’. I figured it was my business!”

Stuart Page’s SHUSTAK show continues until
15 August, 2008 at the MIC gallery, 321 K’ Rd, Auckland.

Spiffy!

T

he Guild was invited to send reps to the formal announcement by the Prime Minister of the new Screen
Production Incentive Fund (SPIF), held as part of
the Auckland International Film Fest. The hors d’oeuvres
were great!
Helen Clark spoke briefly but enthusiastically about the
importance of telling our own stories, and how that was
not possible without the talent and passion of people like
those present. Needless to say, such comments went down
well. I’ve seen her speak at a number of occasions like
this, where she can sometimes seem to be going through
the motions - a duty goes with the territory of the job,
I guess - but it appears to me that her genuine commitment to the arts most definitely extends to the screen (see
Editorial last issue).
But the surprise to me was the speech by John Barnett of
SPP on behalf of the industry. Also admirably brief and
passionate, he started by proclaiming that sometimes
miracles do actually happen and that here we have one!
He praised the Government for their extraordinarily quick
response to the Aussie’s latest incentive scheme, and
noted how this announcement had come totally out of the
blue, rather than being the result of the usual protracted
process of lobbying by interested parties. He concluded
by saying, “And it’s all down to one person!” - indicating
Helen.
Again I was struck by both the unobtrusive security and
how Helen was willing to hang around afterwards and talk
freely to anyone there, till after I had to leave…
Tony F.

PS…
As some of you maybe aware, there has been some
controversy about the introduction of the SPIF, despite the warm words at the occasion described above.
OnFilm magazine promises background stories on this
subject soon on their website and through their FREE
weekly email updates. To subscribe to the latter,
email nickg@3media.co.nz, or go to their website,
www.onfilm.co.nz

Marlon Brando:
“I have the eyes of a stuffed pig.”
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Why Should I Join the TECHOS’ GUILD?
Every working day you all benefit from the hard work past members have done for your working terms and conditions, and
that the Guild is continues to do. Please help support that work, and all that is still to be done, for you and all NZ screen
crew.
DISCOUNTS
· Hire Pool
· Insurance – including Public Liability
· Telecom phones and plans with Blue Sky Wireless
· OnFilm magazine and The Data Book
· Southern Cross Medical
· Film Festival tickets
· Academy Cinema (Auckland) and Hoyts Cinemas (all year)
· Prompt Service autocues
· Interislander ferries
FREE
· Bi–monthly copies of NZTECHO magazine
· ‘Blue Book’
· ‘The Safety Code of Practice’ - because you, as a freelancer, are required by law to have your own safety document
· Tax and Legal advice
· The Guild lobbies the Government on your behalf – The Guild is your “Voice”
· We work closely with other industry organisations to maintain industry standards
· We work closely with NZ Immigration on all work permit applications by overseas technicians - representing the
interests of New Zealand crew people
GUILD OBJECTIVES
· To provide for New Zealand screen crew a professional organisation representing your interests in the industry
· To promote the interests, opportunities for employment, welfare and safety of NZ Film & Video Technicians’ Guild
members
· To promote and maintain professional standards among all crew people
· To communicate and to represent the interests of members in dealing with employers and operators in the screen
production industry on matters of concern to members
· To study, report on, and assist with complaints and problems within the screen production industry
· To promote and liaise with kindred organisations

✁

Join now! - Annual Membership $180 - ONLY $15 / month by Auto Payment
NAME: _________________________________________________________________________________________________
TRADING NAME: _______________________________________________________________________________________
POSTAL ADDRESS: ______________________________________________________________________________________
PHONE: _____________________________________

SKILL: __________________________________________

CELL: _____________________________________

DEPARTMENT: ____________________________________

EMAIL: ______________________________
I’D LIKE TO REQUEST A MONTHLY AUTO-PAYMENT FORM
OR: PLEASE CHARGE MY

AMEX

VISA

OR: MY CHEQUE ENCLOSED

MASTERCARD

CARD No: _________________________________________

EXPIRY DATE: ___________________________________

NAME on CARD: ____________________________________

SIGNATURE: _____________________________________

If paying by cheque, make it payable to NZF&VTG and send to: PO Box 68-294 Newton, Auckland.
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TECHOS’ GUILD
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE
2007 - 08

OBITUARY

CHRIS LOATES
We note the passing of the popular
studio lighting director. From
when he arrived in NZ in 1973,
Chris worked on a variety of
programmes, the best-known of
which were The Billy T James
Show, then Shortland Street where
he was Technical Director 1994-96.
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Alun Bollinger

VICE PRESIDENT
021 936 423

Annie Frear

PAST PRESIDENT & TREASURER
David Madigan
021 741 810

Chris was born in the UK, and
from the age of 19 worked for the
BBC, mostly as a vision controller
- notably on a number of series
of Dr Who. For an insight into his
experiences on that programme,
including the various lead actors,
see the 1996 interview with him
at: http://nzdwfc.tetrap.com/
archive/tsv49/chrisloates.html
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Josh Dunn
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027 442 2150

Paul Richards

021 959 555

Ken Saville

CRANES

027 444 8123

Byron Sparrow

021 516 026

Thom Watson

021 533 887
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Executive Officer - Megan Ritchie
09 302 2022
0800 832 467
(0800 TECHOS)
Fax 09 302 2025
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TYLER MOUNTS

4-E Macaulay Street
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CAR RIGS
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www.nztecho.com
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SCREENS

021 443 958

AUCKLAND CHAIR
027 477 2299

WELLINGTON CHAIR
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Carey Johnson

To actors and crew alike, a lovely
guy, sadly missed.

TRUCKS

NZTECHO

GUILD OFFICE HOURS
Mon to Thurs, 9 am to 3 pm
Leave a phone message
outside these hours;
alternatively, email us.
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With ﬁlm you can capture the widest amount of information possible and dramatically increase your
post production options using the latest digital techniques. Film’s latitude enables greater image
manipulation. You can zoom into a frame to create an entirely new scene option without pushing the
scene resolution beyond its capability and you don’t waste time desperately trying to enhance
information that simply isn’t there. Get the most out of today’s state of the art post production
technologies. Start with ﬁlm. For more information contact Grant Campbell, Kodak New Zealand Ltd
on 09 302 8665 or email grant.campbell@kodak.com www.kodak.co.nz/go/motion

